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Presentation Notes
OUTLINE:There is a convergence towards the NIfTI formatAdvantages of NiFTI are  having a common data format that all major tools support being able to store almost any type of 3D imaging data (single-byte, time series, DTI) a well-defined coordinate transformation a header that describes what the image is about, and what has been done to the imageInitial access to NIFTI is simple: link against the NIFTI-1 libraryIn ITK, there is a NIFTI readerBut in a real-world application, NIFTI poses additional challenges: how do we handle transform information how do we address the intent fields how do we take advantage of all the information in NIFTI and still be compatible with other tools?Now, I will share our experiences with ITK-SNAPBriefly describe ITK-SNAP Design philosophy (end-user tool) Main functionality History PopularityDo a demo/video of SNAP 1.6When we decided to integrate NiFTI in ITK-SNAP, a lot had to be changed Spatial transformations: we wanted to be able to make them transparent to users NiFTI allows us to move from single image segmentation to multi-modality segmentation Scanners often get data with different orientations; often the orientations are oblique Oblique orientations require new code to render image data Efficient rendering is important for SNAP (real-time interaction), so we have to do some OpenGL 3d texture programmingHandling intents: Old architecture was grey image, segmentation image Now we are much more likely to encounter different classes of images, and they tell us what they are So the layers in ITK-SNAP should be intent-based, rather than data type based For example, we have a main dataset, label dataset, overlay dataset. Each of these can be different data type Intent can tell us how to visualize the dataset All that makes SNAP much more user friendly, but also requires a complete redesignWhat kinds of tasks will the new SNAP enable us to do: Segment in DTI data (for example, thalamus segmentation) Segment in two modalities at once (hippocampus segmentation)What lies ahead (beyond current project) Multi-modality and multi-image automatic segmentation



NIfTI: A Data Format for Neuroimaging
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 Introduce NIFTI New data format for neuroimaging Historically based on Analyze protocol Analyze diverged into different versions (Mayo, SPM) and NIFTI supposed to bring them together DICOM does not fit the bill because it’s too general, and more scanner-side NIFTI is really for image analysis, initially fMRI, but now most 3D imaging protocols For compatibility, there are two NIFTI extensions: single file and two-files like in Analyze The header is small, but encodes lots of useful information: basic acquisition parameters, dimensions, slice timing, etc.



Why Should My Tool Support NIfTI?

Advantages
• Interoperability with major tools
• Support for many types of data
• Known intent associated with images
• Representation of spatial transformations

Challenges
• May require a paradigm shift in the 
design of your tool

• Limited support for storing 
metadata
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If you are developing image analysis software, it’s a good idea to implement NIFTI. Most major tools, like SPM, AFNI, FSL support NIFTI The format is very flexible. It can store voxels that are bytes, shorts, floats, vectors, RGB triples, matrices, diffusion tensors and so on Another advantage is that the format has a field to explain the type of data that it stores. This is done through the intent field. I’ll have another slide on it later Perhaps the biggest impact of NIFTI, at least in my experience, is that it provides great support for describing where the image fits into space.  For different images acquired in an MRI scanner, the NIFTI header allows you to reconstruct where they are relative to each other, even if the images are oblique The header can also carry a transformation to canonical space Traditionally, all formats other than DICOM provided a very limited way of describing this transformation. It’s common for the image to only include an origin and spacing fields. That is not enough to handle images that have different data orientations or are oblique Thus in the past, tools didn’t really have a good way to work with multiple images from the same acquisition, unless they used DICOM data, which is hard to work with. For this reason, NIFTI really expands the range of capability that a tool can have That’s in my opinion the main challenge of NIFTI: that with a small change in the header, it provides a new level of capability, and implementing this capability can require a paradigm shift on the behalf of a tool developer Another challenge is that NIFTI is not all-encompassing. The header is very small for compatibility with Analyze, and it’s not easy to include metadata, such as patient information and the history of processing tasks that the image underwent. There is support for inserting arbitrary data in the image file, but it’s not standardized We have to wait for NIFTI-2 to have that aspect in place



Adding Basic NIfTI IO is Simple:

#include <nifti1_io.h>

int main()
{
nifti_image *nim;
nim = nifti_image_read("test.nii");
...
}
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 Adding some basic support for NIFTI is simple enough.  You just need the NIFTI library (google NIFTI) and a few lines of code to access the file If you use ITK, NIFTI is already supported However, you have to be careful, because recent versions of ITK don’t actually retain the transformation information from NIFTI headers But that gives you access to the data; taking advantage of all the features is another story



How Does My Tool Handle 
Image‐Space Transformations?
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 One of the first questions you have to ask, is can my tool represent mappings between image space and anatomical space? In particular, can it represent these mappings when the images are oblique? What space do I want to display images in? Anatomical space or image space? Which image space? Each image has a voxel grid. So do I create a voxel grid in anatomical space, or work in one of the voxel grids of the input images When I perform tasks, such as drawing or manual segmentation, in which space will that information be represented? All of these questions are not trivial, and go way beyond simply reading the NIFTI data.



Which “Intents” Can My Tool Support?
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 Another challenge is figure out whether you want to interpret NIFTI intents For example, if the image your tool loads claims to be a t-statistic image, do you want to handle it specially? If the image is a symmetric matrix image, do you treat it as a DTI image? Can you always trust the intents, or do you provide user overrides? What about other formats that don’ t have intents?



ITK‐SNAP: A Case Study

itksnap.org
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So now I’ll talk about the actual project that our team is working on: ITK-SNAP SNAP is a segmentation tool It allows manual and automatic segmentation It is designed to be a full-functioning tool that supports a single main task – not a workbench or a Swiss army knife The target audience are clinical users – not developers Originally developed by Guido Gerig at UNC. Then incorporated into ITK by PY in 2003 with NIH/NLM support. SNAP is popular: 700+ downloads per month this year, about 400/mo last year There are users all over the world, at almost all top universities and top medical schools SNAP is free and open source We hear a lot of positive feedback – really only tool in its class that is free Do a SNAP demo Image loading: how spatial transformations are handled Image navigation Contrast adjustment: how intensity transformations are handled (not ready for multi-component data) Manual segmentation Automatic segmentation 3D manipulation Two SNAP sessions at once	



Multi‐Layer Support

• Rationale:
– MRI studies often include different modalities (T1/T2/DTI)

– Data from multiple modalities can improve segmentation

– Spatial relationship between modalities captured by NIfTI

• Use Case: Hippocampus Segmentation in T1/T2

T1 MRI T2 MRI Hippocampus
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 When we started thinking about incorporating NIFTI into SNAP we realized changes would have to be extensive The main impact is having the spatial transformations That basically lead to the idea of multi-level support MRI studies often include different modalities (T1/T2/DTI) Data from multiple modalities can improve segmentation Spatial relationship between modalities captured by NIfTI There is a very compelling use case for this: hippocampus project T1 image that’s isotropic 1mm, bad hippocampus detail T2 image that’s oblique, orthogonal to hippocampus main axis, with high in-plane resolution, but very thick slices We want to be able to segment the hippocampus in both images at once And even segment the subfields. Segmentation in SNAP is represented as an image: each voxel in an image volume is assigned a value We need to be able to switch between segmentation in T1 space, segmentation in T2 space, or creating a common segmentation layer!



Multi‐Component Image Support

• Rationale:
– Enable segmentation of complex, DTI and RGB data

– Take advantage of NIfTI intent information

• Use Case: Thalamus Segmentation in T1/DTI
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 The other big change to SNAP is support for multi-component images Not all data out there is scalar. There is RGB data (histology) and DTI data that’s common We want to be able to do segmentation in this data When we read multi-component and single-component images, we want to use the intent information Intent will affect how data is displayed For each type of input data, there is a user-customizable mapping from input voxels to unsigned char RGBA space The use case for multi-component support is thalamus segmentation Thalamus is hard to delineate in T1 data DTI shows the underlying white matter structure, so you can see where the thalamus is



Implementation: Layered Design

• A new layer palette
– Each layer has its own display properties, transform

– Principal layer defines “working” space

– Segmentation layer tied to principal layer

– Overlay layers can be oblique to principal layer
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 Implementation of multi-layer and multi-component support required extensive changes to SNAP Before we had a gray image and a segmentation image, that’s all. Notice how the role or intent of the image is linked to the type of the image These two had to be decoupled: Now we have a principal image layer, a segmentation image layer and any number of overlay layers Principal layer and overlay layers can be any data type, and any intent Principal and segmentation layer have the same dimensions, same mapping to anatomical space An overlay layer can be made a principal layer If segmentation is non-empty, it has to be resampled Each layer has a spatial transform and an intensity transform Spatial transforms used to be orthogonal: saying that X axis runs posterior-anterior, and so on Now we support both orthogonal and oblique transforms Orthogonal allow for faster rendering, so we still have them Oblique require new rendering code (slicing) We will use 3D OpenGL textures for speed Intensity transforms include color maps for scalar images, vector and matrix to RGB mappings, and lookup tables for indexed data ITK is still the underlying codebase NIFTI IO performed directly through NIFTI code, bypassing ITK



Conclusions

• NIfTI offers new capabilities for image analysis tools
– Encode spatial transformations

– Describe data intent

– Interoperability across all major tools

• Taking advantage of new features is nontrivial
– A redesign of the whole tool may be required

• ITK‐SNAP 2.0 will be a fully NIfTI capable tool
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